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GlobaN Inspiration Senves
As The Drivlng Fonce In
Two Innovatlve Spaees

]IUN HO DE JIA
Travel enthusiast and celebrated interior
designer Jiun Ho brings a collection of
personal pieces and curated antiques
to his new gallery and studio space Jiun
Ho de Jia, meaning "The House of Jiun
Ho," in Chinese. Dubbed an educational
and culturally transformative space by
the designer, Jiun intends to bring his love
of global art to his San Francisco gallery.
The 11,000 square-foot warehouse will
feature three spaces for rotating artwork
from artists around theworld, as well as

pieces from Jiun's personal collection.
Jiun added a state of the art kitchen
with a beer and wine bar to be used
for entertaining and special events. The
versatile space will also serve as Jiun's
studio for his interior design business.
liun f'lo de Jia is lacat€d at 1.1.8A Faborn Street in
Sa n Fra n ci sco. 4 l. 5. 437. 2284 | www. i i u n h o. cc m

DE-COR
The globally inspired interior of De-Cor
celebrates the unique furniture, aftifacts,
and textiles collected by owner Deepali
Pareek. The newly designed 7,500 square-
foot gallery style showroom located in
Pasadena features hand-selected items
from Pareek's travels to Western India.
When recreating the warehouse space,
Pareek was inspired by the interesting
details of the building's interior and
utilized the natural lighting, original
wooden beams and brick structure.
Visitors of this visually stimulating store
are sure to be dazzled by the array of
colorful merchandise: from embroidered
pillows to decorated ottomans to bright
fabrics. The thoughtfully designed
Textiles Room houses the gallery's
constantlychanging selection of fabrics
and smaller-sized housewares. Among
her many treasures and found objects
from around the world, Pareek also
showcases her own furniture and pillow
designs. Color and texture are used
throughout the expansive showroom to
meld the ancient with the contemporary
and to provide shoppers with a truly
enlightening experience.
De-Cor is located at 30 SoLrth 5an Gabriel Baulevard
in Pasadena. 626.405.A897 | vrww.de-cc:r.ccm
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